During Israel’s 2014 war with Gaza-based terrorists (Operation Protective Edge),
My Brother’s Keeper International responded to the call for advanced medical
kits, providing them to civilian security chiefs and medical first responders of 14
communities along Israel’s Gaza border. Each Jewish community is vulnerable to
rocket and mortar attacks and terrorist infiltrations via a complex Hamas tunnel
system designed solely to murder or kidnap Israeli citizens.
MBKI President Dov ben Zion and the One Israel Fund’s Security Projects Director,
Marc Prowisor, traveled the length of the Gazan border to distribute the life saving
medical kits. Now we are expanding our partnership to include Israel’s Hatzalah
ambulance service that operates in Judea and Samaria to meet a new need.
THE NEED
In October of 2014, Arab terrorists, sponsored by the Palestinian Authority, launched a murderous terror
campaign involving stabbings, car ramming, drive-by shootings and boulder ambushes. The terror attacks
on Israeli civilian vehicles in Judea and Samaria have not abated and remain a continuous daily threat.
When a terrorist attack occurs, the emergency medical personnel are the first on the scene to provide
life saving aid. These brave men and women risk their lives to treat and evacuate the wounded. The
EMTs and paramedics operate without adequate personal protection and are therefore often targets
themselves. MBKI is collaborating with one of Israel’s premier ambulance services Hatzalah to protect
emergency first responders.
THE SOLUTION
In cooperation with Hatzalah and Mr. Prowisor, a light weight ballistic vest was designed that protects
medical first responders without limiting their mobility. Triage medical kits are attached to the vests to
enable immediate treatment.
My Brother’s Keeper International is mobilizing our supporters to provide ballistic protective vests to
ambulance crews in Jerusalem’s Old City, Judea and Samaria. Each vest costs $1,400 to protect these
emergency first responders.
Your contribution of any size will help protect emergency first responders in Israel. Help us save lives.

“We are confident of the urgency and importance of
this project and turn to you to help us to save precious
lives. We are also grateful to My Brothers Keeper
International for your assistance in completing this not
only essential, but very important project.
Hanan Malka ~ Director of Hatzalah Yehuda and Shomron

how to partner with us!
Visit MBKI.ORG and give securely online or send your tax-deductible check to MBKI PO BOX 331293 Nashville, TN 37203

